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Cubasis 3 was rewritten from the ground up, introducing the latest technology in 

keeping with today’s and tomorrow’s demands.  

Since its release the app has seen many updates where we've added lots of frequently-

requested features, such as MIDI Learn, Mackie Control (MCU) and HUI protocol support, 

Audio Unit multi-out support, sidechain support, keyboard shortcut and mouse support, 

plus so much more.  

Cubasis 3.4 doesn't stop there, so come on in to enjoy Ableton Link support and much 

more to keep you inspired while easily creating beautiful new music with Cubasis!



Ableton Link Support 
Make Cubasis on multiple iPad, iPhone and Android 

devices play in time together. Jam with others who run Link-

enabled apps on their devices. Sync Cubasis with multiple 

applications on the same device… and much more. The 

sky’s the limit. No matter if you are using iOS, Android, 

desktop or hardware: Ableton Link support in Cubasis 

makes staying synchronised with other Link-enabled apps 

easy and effortless. Simply enable Link and join the party. 

iOS • Android



MIDI Recording Workflow Improvements 
Ready to capture your latest idea? Cubasis 3.4 adds many 

features to make life easier for you. A long tap on the 

locator range lets you instantly place the locators in a new 

position to quickly start your recording. Use the Chord 

Buttons to instantly create great-sounding chord sequences 

at your finger tips, while recording melodies in one go. You 

want to find out how your pad sequence sounds at half 

speed? Sure thing. MIDI time-stretch lets you easily find out 

via a few simple taps. That's what makes Cubasis one of a 

kind when it comes to usability. It’s made by musicians for 

musicians. 

iOS • Android



State Save / Total Recall Improvements 
Polishing musical ideas to professional-sounding songs is 

often a matter of multiple sessions. Cubasis 3.4 makes sure 

you will find the project in the exact same state as when you 

left the app last time. The editors remember the zoom level 

and position for each audio and MIDI event, allowing you to 

instantly continue with your edits. The same goes for the 

arranger, the mixer channel width, the setup choices you've 

made and more. Do you prefer being creative instead of 

wasting time? So do we. That’s why we’ve got you covered 

with Cubasis 3.4, to help you keep polishing your songs to 

perfection from right where you left off. 

iOS • Android



75+ Improvements 
While there are many DAW apps available on the market, 

there is only one Cubasis app that pairs powerful features 

with unmatched usability. And it offers so much more. 

Cubasis 3.4 adds more than 75 improvements, ensuring the 

highest performance and rock-solid stability to help you 

capture your ideas and polish them into professional-

sounding songs. Trust us, you will love the latest version of 

the multi-award winning Cubasis 3! 
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